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Extremely Pale RosÃ© follows Jamie Ivey's charming journey as he, his wife, Tanya, and their

hilariously debauched friend, Peter, travel the south of France in search of the palest of rosÃ©s. Far

from the plonk he's used to, Jamie finds something fantastic about a cool, pale rosÃ© on a hot day.

Due to a translation mishap, Jamie is taunted by a local vintner that there is no paler rosÃ© than

hers and embarks on a quest to find one. Setting off on a ramshackle tour of France in search of the

elusive bottle that meets the standards set, they visit main rosÃ© producing areas and through

eccentric locals discover much the regions have to offer. With wit, candor, and wonderful

storytelling, Jamie Ivey maintains a tradition of excellence in food and travel writing. Readers are left

with dreams of France, summer days, baguettes, and--extremely pale rosÃ©.
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Extremely Pale RosÃ© is a wonderful book for anyone who loves Provence or for anyone who

wants to learn more about this special part of France. I'm one of the former and reading this book

made me wish I was back there right now. Jamie's writing style is easy to read and the story holds

your interest. There's lots of good, accurate information and you really feel you get to know Jamie,

Tanya and Peter as you go along for the ride on their quest. Once you open this book and start

reading, it's easy to forget the world around you. So, pour yourself a nice chilled glass of Provencal

rosÃ© and lose yourself in this fabulous book.

i tell you, this book was the surprise hit of the summer for me. i picked it up as i like travel and drink



and liked the premise of the challenge in the story. i thought it'd be a gentle read that i'd dip in and

out of, but i found i couldn't put it down. you get really involved in the characters as they search

through france on their quest. before you know it you've found out a great deal about wine, france,

how comic/kind/annoying/helpful the french can be. i didn't expect it to be as amusing as it is - from

beginning to end, it kept me chukling to myself. it was beautifully written and i think anyone who's

ever dreamt of searching for a better and more uplifting alternative to their daily drudge should give

it a go. uplifting! more please, mr ivey!

This book is a dream come true for a francophile and oenophile. The author is extremely witty. His

descriptions of the charactershe meets are hilarious. We are treated to a summer holiday story that

starts as a lark. Jamie, his wife and his friend, Peter are scouring French vineyards for the palest

rose in France. We learn an astounding amount about French terroir and wine-making in France.

We learn about French mores & we see Jamie and Tanya falling in love with Provence. It is a

charming travel tale that has a great deal of suspense as we wonder if they will meet the deadline &

find the palest rose before harvest. The second story is that Jamie and Tanya are disenchantedwith

their life in London & yearn to find a way to make a living in Provence. One does not want the book

to end and knowing that there are3 more sequels is a great consolation. I loved these people and

their story!

EXTREMELY PALE ROSE: A VERY FRENCH ADVENTURE will appeal to any who love France

and French food and travel. It recounts the author's journey as he and his family travel the south of

France in quest of rose wines. Rose is commonly viewed as a poor man's wine, but the paler it gets

the more the Brits relish it and the more the French scoff. A translation problem sends Jamie on a

quest for the palest rose in France, and their visits to wineries, rose-producing regions and local

byways provide a lively, fun story of a hilarious quest.Diane C. DonovanCalifornia Bookwatch

What a delightful read for a Francophile. One gets a marvelous sense of the country, its ordinary

(and extraordinary) people and how they live their lives. Really didn't want it to end and the good

news is there's a sequel: La Vie en Rose and a delightful website. So it really doesn't have to end.

A fun combination of travel memoir and wine guide, with quirky main characters and a beautiful

backdrop of France. Lovely summer vacation read for anyone who loves wine or France.



Having been to many of the locations where they were searching for the RosÃ¨, it brought back

many memories. It addition, it mentioned many RosÃ©s to try.

Extremely Pale Rose was good. I liked this story. It kept me turning pages to see if they would find

the palest rose.
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